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A REGULAR DETERMINANT OF BINOMIAL
COEFFICIENTS

PHILIP  C.   TONNE

Abstract. Let n be a positive integer and suppose that each of

{a„}J and (cs}J is an increasing sequence of nonnegative integers.

Let M be the nxn matrix such that Afij=C(ai, c,), where C(m, ri)

is the number of combinations of m objects taken nata time. We

give an explicit formula for the determinant of M as a sum of non-

negative quantities. Further, if a,g:c,, ¡ = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n, we show that

the determinant of M is positive.

A formula for the determinant of binomial coefficients

(::) (:;) (:;) - Ci)
(::) Ö (::) - Ö

(?) (?) fc) - (":)
(fl,-<ai+i; Ci<ci+y) as a sum of nonnegative quantities is presented in

this paper. Thus the above determinant is nonnegative. Moreover, the

determinant is positive if no diagonal entry is zero.

Many special cases of this type of determinant have been studied,

principally last century. Sir Thomas Muir, in his five volumes on deter-

minants, cites and summarizes several (see [3, vol. Ill, pp. 447-462]).

Muir points out that the determinant above is the object of a paper in

1879 by S. Günther [1]. Of this paper, Muir [3, Vol. Ill, p. 462] says,

"The outcome is not very satisfying."

More recently John Neuberger has studied some special cases of this

(see [4, Lemmas 1, 2, and 3]).

Theorem 1. Suppose that n is a positive integer and each of {ap}y

and {cjy  is an increasing sequence of nonnegative integers. Let M be
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the nxn matrix such that

The determinant of M is

a~ (::)
Uu (c*) TluTlu (c* " Cs-2 " \)

\CX/ \Cj_j  —  Cj_2  —   1/

tin T(n.a)   i=l   Jfc=l   ^ CJ+1 Ci * /

where Tin, a) denotes the collection of all nxn matrices p having the

property that if each of q and i is an integer in [1, n] then pqi=0 ifq+i>n

and, ifq+i=n, then pqi is an integer and

9-1

1 ^ P„i ̂  ai+x - a, + 2 (Pa.i+i - Pad-
a=l

The sum 2» in T(«.a> m the formula is actually a multiple sum involving

(n— 1)! Z's- F°r example, if n is 4 the sum is

as—ai a3—a2 a4—as a2—ai-t-uiz—Pll 03—02+213—»12 a2—ai+»i2—»li+ï>22—»21

2 2 2     2        2 2
Pll=l   P12=l   013=1 J)21=l »22=1 »31 = 1

Theorem 2.   7« addition to the suppositions of Theorem 1 let us suppose

that

ft)'0 (*= 1,2, ••-,«).

TAen the determinant of M is positive, so that the rows and columns of M

are linearly independent sets ofn-tuples.

If the integer n of Theorem 1 is 1, the formula gives ("*). We will prove

Theorem 1 by induction. We need the following formulas. (These formulas

also provide a proof of Theorem 1 if « is 2.)

Suppose that each of a, b, i, and j is a nonnegative integer and a<b

and i< j. Then

(H:)C:;)/e)
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«      cï-o-ser-r1)-
In the setting of Theorem 1, det M is denoted D(n, a, c), depending on n

and the sequences a and c.

We do quite a bit of summation over sets below. The following formulas

are applied.

I. If S is a finite set and <f> is a function reversible (one-to-one) on S

and/is a function from <f>(S) to the numbers then

2 /« = 2 fM3»-
sin<(>(S) s in S

II. If A is a partition of the finite set S and /is a function from S to

the numbers then

2 /<») =22 /(*)•
s in S a in A s in a

Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that n is an integer, «>1, and

"Theorem 1 is true for n and for «—1". Suppose that each of a = {aJ)}"+1

and c={Cj,}i+1 is an increasing sequence of nonnegative integers. We wish

to calculate D(n + l, a, c), the determinant of the (n+l) X (n+l) matrix

M such that

M,e * W       (ft fl-1,2, •••,» + !).

If ti is a sequence and r is an integer then R(v, r) is the sequence such

that R(v, r)p=Vj, if p<r and ./?(•;, r)p=<;J¡+1 if p^r.

Please note that D(w, R(a, r), c) is the determinant of the matrix M

after deleting the rth row and the last column. By our inductive hypothesis

our formula, given in Theorem 1, applies to D(n, R(a, r), c), r= 1, 2, • • • ,

n+l.

If AI is a positive integer, A is a sequence, C is a sequence, and p is an

Ax A matrix of numbers then

p(n, a, c, p)=ft fi (Ak +r1Li p°* ~c:~%
i=i  *=i   V W+i — Cj — 1 /

fc=2     \*-'l/     3 = 3   k=i     \*-"í-l Li-2 1/

and

KiN,A,C) = i[fl ^}//)(/V,C).

Consequently, the formula for the determinant in Theorem 1 is "simply"

Kin, a, c)     2     p(n> a> c> P)-
V in T(n.a)
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where

if =

Now, expanding by the last column of M,

det M = Din + 1, a, c) = 2 (-l)r+7!+1( °r )o(n, Ria, r), c)
r=l \°n+V

= 2 (- l)r+"+1 ( "r ) Kin, Ria, r), c)        2        P<"> P(a> r^ c' P">
l \Cn+l' v in T(n.R(a,r))

Pin, Ria, r), c, p)

v in T(n.R(a.r))

(by formula (1))

7Î+1

= 2¿        2        Pin, Ria, r), c, p),
r=l     ¡> in Tin.Ma.r))

;re

= (-l)nK(n, a, c)(a"+1) l(Cn+1)    and   fr = i?(-l)r+1( °r ~ Cl ).
\ Cj  / /   \ Cx I \cn+x       cxl

Here we need more notation. For each positive integer r, <5(r) is the

sequence such that Öir)k=ak+x—ak if k<r and ôir)k=ak+2—ak+x if k>r.

Aa denotes

p such that

and, if q + i—n then pqi is an integer, ]

Ria, r)i+x-Ria, r){+2£\ iPa¡.i+x-pai)

Now, continuing calculation,

det M = f        2        p("' P0> 0. c' P)
» in T<n.R(a,l>)

+ /n+1 Pin, Ria, n + 1), c, p)
p in T(n,R{a.n+D)

+ 2¿ 2       Pi», Ria, r), c, p)
r=2     p in Tin,R(a,r)V-

Pl.r—iáí(r)f-1

+ 2/r        2 P(n, R(a, r), c, p)
r=2     j) in r(n.-K(o,r)):

»l.r-l>á(r)r-i

= 2/r 2 F0' p(ß> r)>c' p) + fn+i 2 p("' p(a'n)'c' p)
r=l     » in Tr V in T»

+ Ífr    2     F(«, R(a, r - 1), c, p')
r=2     p' in Tr-i
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))   u'in T(,n-l.H(a,rHv)

(applying sum formula I)

= ^2(-1)f(^1_Cl)-(ar~Cl)l   2   P^,R(a,r),c,p)
T=l L \Cn+l cl' \Cn+l C   ' J p in Tr

n ar + 1—a.r / , 4 \

= % 2 (-ir 2 _, ) 2 p(«> *(«> '■)• c> p)
r=l s=l      V   cn+1 C; 1    / 31 in Tr

(by formula (2)).

Here for the last time, we pause for more notation. If A is a positive

integer and d={dk}y is a sequence of positive integers, then V(N, d) is

the collection of all sequences v = {vk}y of integers having the property

that if A: is an integer in [1, N] then l^vk^dk. If v = {vk}y is a sequence

then S(v)k=vk—Cy—l  and yk=ck+1—cx— 1, k=l, 2, - - • , n.  So, now,

n ar+i—ar / cr „\     i    „\

detM = ̂ 2(-Dr2  s 2 2
r=l s=l      \ 7n ' v inV(n-lMr))   p'taTln-l

(by the sum formulas)

-*2(-iy  2   (S(a)r + Í      2

.n(w + ^))AP(n_u(R(a + ,r))>„)

= C     2       2 (-Dr+"(S(fl + V)r) K(n - 1, R(S(a + v), r), y)
v in V(n,e\a)   r=\ \ /n '

2 F(fi-l,Ä(S(a + »),r),y,p),
p in T(n-l.K(S(a+u).r>)

where C denotes rffij $)/TK3 ßj).
Using calculations similar to those way back when we began to cal-

culate det M—just the first two lines—and recalling that the "inductive hy-

pothesis holds for n— 1", we see that, for v in V(n, Aa), D(n, S(a+v), y)

is precisely that number which begins 2"=i above.

This allows us to use our inductive hypothesis for the determinants

D(n, S(a-\-v), y) and conclude calculation of det M.

detM = C     2      D(n> s(a + v)' y)
v in V(n.áa)

= c   2   *(». s(a +v)> y)     2     p("> s(fl + y)> y- p)
11 iiiFtn.Aa) p in T(n.S<a+r))

= K(n + 1, a, c)      2       F(n + l.a.c.p).
»in T(n+l.a)
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(This last is by application of the two summation formulas.) Now we

have finished, for this last expression is just what our determinant formula

yields for «+1.

Proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 1 expresses det M as the product of

a nonnegative quantity with a sum of nonnegative quantities. If k is an

integer in [1, n], (°*)>0 and ak=ck.

iî h = n h > o.
k=1 \cxI      k=x \cxI

and the leading coefficient is positive. Now we need to find a positive

summand. Inductively we define p such that if each of q and i is an integer

in [1, n] thenp3i=0 if q+i>n and, if q+i—^n,

9-1

Pat = ai+l - ai + 2 ^«•»'+1 ~~ P**)-
<x=l

Suppose that each of y and & is a positive integer and k—fi—j.

Lemma,    lfm is a nonnegative integer and m^j then

ak + 2 p«k= a*+m + 2p"'
1—m

k+m-

Proof.    This is so if m=0. Let m be a nonnegative integer such that

m<j and the equation above is true. Then

a

j—m j—m—1

k+m  T   ¿^ Px.k+m  =  ak+m    i    Pj-m.k+m  T    ¿,    Px.k+m

x=l a=l

i-(m+l)

= ak+m+l +      ¿^     Px.k+m+1-

¡t=l

Thus the lemma is true.

By the lemma, ak+^ft=xpllk=ak+j. Thus

ak + 2 P'* - c>- l = ak+i - c3 - 1 ^ aj+x - c, - 1 = cj+1 - c, - 1

/fl* +   Ia=l Pa* -  C3  -   A   >  0>

\ Ci+l  -  Ci'-   ' /

a=l

so that

and there is a positive summand.
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